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Abstract: This article deals with influence of phase optic sensor to the DWDM transmission. In
DWDM network we use four lasers sources for data transmission on one optical fiber. Next one
DFB laser is used for phase optical sensor on the same optical fiber. This article is focused on
influence of power DFB laser to the DWDM network. We changed the power of the DFB laser
from-2 dBm to 35 dBm and watching the bit error rate and eye of the decision of the DWDM
system. This model is simulated in RSoft Optsim.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, board the forefront of optical sensors, their usage is growing stronger thanks to its
properties. For example, are used for temperature sensing transformers due to their ability to withstand high temperatures. Another example might be the determination of detection of vibration,
which are put on already existing routes and are used to track your movement around these trails
and eventual elimination of theft. This article explains the influence of phase optic sensor and their
laser to the Bit error rate of the DWDM system. DWDM system use standard wavelength which
start at 1550 nm. Optic sensor use wavelength at 1600 nm. [1]
2. DENSE WAWELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEX – DWDM
Wavelength division multiplex WDM is association of optical channels, which have previously
been transmitted by one each fiber into a single thread on the basis of wavelength, or frequency
separation. On each of the carrier frequency is modulated transmitter which transmitted
information. Multiplexor multiplexed each of optical channels to the one optical fiber. For nchannel connection is needed one multiplexer and demultiplexer, and also n modulators,
demodulators and the light sources. [1]
The technology uses lasers especially DFB (Distributed Feedback) laser with extremely narrow
spectral line and highly selective spectral filters. These devices are very sensitive to frequency and
thermal stability. This is one reason why the technology is costly. ITU-T G.694.1 specifies the
individual transmission channels in the wavelength lengths in the range from 1490 nm
(200.95 THz) to 1620 nm (186.00 THz) (called S, and C L-band). DWDM grid based on the
normalized pilot frequency 193.1 THz. From this rate is based on the grid with a spacing of
individual channels in the range of 100 GHz, 50 GHz, 25 GHz in the ultra DWDM in development
is already 12.5 GHz. For proper function and transmission quality it is necessary that the
wavelength deviate from the prescribed wavelengths of more than 0,2 for supporting spaced
100 GHz grid. [2], [4]
The spacing between transmitting channels is 0,8 nm and 0,1 nm theoretically up with ultra
DWDM. Consequently, it allows transfer one optical fiber tens of channels. Channels are
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transmitted by the optical fiber in parallel and independently. It highly increases the transmission
capacity of optical fiber. Today's DWDM systems can transmit 2.5-10 Gbit/s in one meter optic
channel and operate normally these 96 channels on a single physical circuit. [3]
3. DISTRIBUTED FIBER-OPTIC SENSORS
Fiber optics sensors are very useful type of sensors which have many positives as optical fibers.
Such as dielectricity or temperature resistance or radiation resistance. Distributed optical sensors
can be described just like hundreds of sensors spread along optical fiber. Resolution of this
measurement can be micrometers or many kilometers. It is two types of sensors short type or long
type sensors. Optical fiber can sense temperature, vibrations, pressure, or mechanical tense and
next. Distributed optical sensors must send information about measured but also about created
response location. This principles uses reflectometry technology. [5], [6]
Source of optical radiation send beam to the fiber, it is short time and high powered pulse which
can travel throw optical fiber and then is scattered because of elastic or inelastic effects. This beam
is measured by processing the scattered signal. This scattered signal is captured by the fiber and
then spread farther. Capturing and processing of this signal is the most uses technique. This
technique uses Rayleigh scattering. [8], [9]
This signal is sensed by the optical time domain reflectometry. This technology is very useful for
detection vibrations and their localization. Many distributed sensors use phase-sensitivity. It is big
advantages of this types of sensors. It can be used to monitoring of more than one vibration source
along optical fiber. [8], [10]
Our sensor system need at least power 150 mW and pulse duration 200 ns, because reflected power
of this pulse is 230 nW. Received signal power is an order of magnitude less level thaht means the
back-scatter signal is about 58 dB lower compared to the input. [8]
4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT

Figure 4.1: DWDM and Laser system configuration
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In our system [Figure 4.1 DWDM and Laser system configuration] we use four DFB (distributed
feedback) lasers for DWDM system and one DFB laser for fiber optics sensor. Lasers for DWDM
have wavelength 1550 nm, 1550,8 nm, 1551,6 nm, 1552,4 nm and power 3 dBm. This system
transmit data 10 Gbit/s with BER (Bit error rate) about 4,91e-13. Our testing optical path consist of
50 km optical fiber without amplifiers. But in this system have totaly clear eye of the decision. We
have random sequence to transmit and for edit data sequence we use non return to zero cosine filter.
Next is in transmitter modulator and combiner for combine signal from lasers. We use standard
optical fiber, it is G.652.D.
Receiving part of this system consist of two types of filters, optical lorentzian and electrical Bessel.
This types of filters is configured by receiving wavelength. Our simulation is focused on function
of DWDM system, we don´t need to watch the BER of sensor system.
Laser for optics sensor have wavelength 1600nm and performance is various. We start at -2 dBm
and watching the BER of the DWDM system. In this case the BER is about 1e-40 and eye of the
decision is clear. Other wavelength is clear too. When we gradually increasing power of the
sensoric laser we can see that Bit rate error is slowly increasing and eye of the decision is not so
clear. It becomes with laser power 29 dBm. With high power of the sensoric laser the DWDM
transmit have BER about 1,65e-10 that means data transmit is unsucessfull. Dependency of BER on
laser power can be see on graph. [Figure 4.2 Dependency of Bit error rate on laser power]
Another important part of the measurements are differences between eyes of the decision, that can
be seen on the pictures. [Figure 4.3 Eyes of the decision on 1550 n]
Eyes of the decision is from DWDM system which working on 1550 nm. Blue eye is sensoric laser
power -2 dBm and green one is sensoric laser power 35 dBm. These results confirm that the
DWDM system is capable of transmitting data when the sensor laser performance of the laser
greater than 29 dBm. Final part of our simulation is the table of all bit rate errors. Which consist of
wavelength 1550 nm, 1550,8 nm, 1551,6 nm, 1552,4 nm. Results for each wavelength are similar.
The route that is used for simulation simulates the actual effects that may arise on the optical fiber,
it is mainly the dispersion and the Raman scattering.

Figure 4.2: Dependency of Bit error rate on laser power
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Figure 4.3: Eyes of the decision on 1550 nm
5. CONCLUSION
Our simulation system from Optsim showed that it is possible to use an optical fiber for DWDM
transmit and it can be used as an optical sensor simultaneously. This system is limited by the power
of the used laser sensor systems. At first one random sequence for both DWDM and for sensor
system. However, simulation results showed that better performance can be achieved when a signal
sequence is used for DWDM system and a different signal for the sensor system.
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